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Red vs blue season 17 episode 13

Episode Title: TheogenyEpisode 12VRVVRV Table of ContentsSeason Table of ContentsRooster Teeth Schedule (About as useful as a full box of Grifs.) Please keep all discussions/theories/reactions of the latest episodes here so that the subreddit is not flooded or spoiled. Thank. ^_^Each will be posted about 6-8 hours
before its release and plugged in for two weeks. (If the discussion is not until midnight Saturday pacific time, please PM me or send a letter mod.) The first week is for the initial release that the First Member watches, while the second week is for a Free release for others. First Member, be sure not to bring spoilers from
the next episode into the discussion of the previous episode. You wouldn't have liked it if Rooster Teeth had started tweeting Spoilers the week before, would you? ^_^Halus 2Posted by1 year aug 192 comments Red vs. Blue General Information Also known as Red vs. Blue: The Blood Gulch Chronicles (seasons 1-
5)Red vs. Blue: Reconstruction (T6)Red vs. Blue: Recreation (T7)Red vs. Blue: Wahyu (T8)Red vs. Blue: Shisno Paradox (T16)Red vs. Blue: Singularity (T17) Genre AnimationComedyWarScience Creator(s) Web format Burnie Burns Country of Origin United States Original English Language Production Director(s)
Burnie Burns (seasons 1-10)Matt Hullum (seasons 2-4, 6, 8-10, 14)Gavin Free (season 7)Mont y Oum (seasons 9-10)Miles Luna (seasons 10-14)Joe Nicolosi (seasons 15-6)Josh Ornelas\Austin Clark (season 17) Distribution Teeth Rooster Productions Screenwriter, Matt Hullum (season 1-10)Monty Oum (season9-
10)Eddy Rivas (season 9-10)Miles Luna (seasons 10-13)Variety (season 14)Joe Nicolosi (season 15-6)Jason Weight (seasons 16-13)17) Presenter (es) Roosters Teeth Sound Production Burnie BurnsMatt HullumGeoff RamseyGus SorolaJoel HeymanJason SaldañaAnd GodwinYomary CrossKathleen ZuelchShannon
McCormickJen Brown Music Producers TrocaderoJeff Williams Company ( s) Rooster Teeth Productions Location Austin, Texas Original Broadcaster Exhibition Rooster Teeth Productions Original Broadcast April 1, 2004 (2004-04-01) – season 17 Red vs. Red. Blue is a machinima comic webseries created by Rooster
Teeth Productions. Created from the Halo video game series, the series tells the story of two armies who initially fight each other in isolated canyons, in war parodies, science fiction, and first-person shooter scanning. After the first episode in 2004 was hugely popular, the show's creators decided to quit their jobs and
work with Rooster Teeth full-time. [1] In the eighth season, Red vs. Blue then has a sequence of digital animations that do not have the same limitations as those generated with halo multiplayer mode. Red vs. Red. Blue is the longest online episodic series in history, and the second longest animated after Homestar
Runner. [2] One portuguese with the title displayed through the Netflix streaming website. History In the 26th century, while the Master Chief led the fight against hostile aliens in a canyon isolated from the Blood Shack, two teams, red and blue, protected their flags while arguing with each other. Upon the arrival of two
foolish newcomers, the red Donut and the blue Caboose, the so-called boring routine turns into chaos, with the arrival of mercenaries and troops finally finding to be part of the project that created the super soldiers. Character Five from the lead actor and one of the guests. From left to right: Gus Sorola, Burnie Burns,
Elijah Wood, Geoff Ramsey and Joel Heyman. Red Sergeant Tim (Matt Hullum): A red armored sergeant with a thick Texan accent who leads the team. Despite his proefficiency with his machine and rifle, the war has clearly distorted his mind, seeing unfair theft and addiction to fighting. Dexter Grif (Geoff Ramsey): A
lazy orange armored eater, the target of Sarge's hatred. Richard Dick Simmons (Gus Sorola): A nerd with grena armor, flattering Sgt. Sarge and always arguing with others. Lopez la Pesado (Burnie Burns): Robot brown armor, responsible for repairing squad vehicles. After an error by Sarge in entering his speaking unit,
he could only speak Spanish, which no one on the team understood. Franklin Delano Donut (Dan Godwin): Naïve team rookies, having won pink armor, begin to behave more affected bordering on homosexuality, especially when talking double meaning terms. Cosplay from Agent Carolina. Leonard L. Church Blue Team
(Burnie Burns): Team leader since captain Flowers' death. He has a terrible purpose and is frustrated by the rigidity of his team, which led to his death in the first episode of the series, forcing the Church to need to have a robot to have a body again. Lavernius Tucker (Jason Saldaña): An armored cyan pervert who likes
to show phrases that mean double. She uses an energy sword and has an alien child after being attacked and impregnated by aliens. Michael J. Caboose (Joel Heyman): A foolish novice in dark blue armor idolizes the Church despite the fact that Caboose caused his death. Sheila (Yomary Cruz): Artificial intelligence
tank team. Kaikaina Sister Grif (Becca Frasier): Grif's promiscuous and foolish sister, who wears yellow armor and registers only to go after her brother - has no idea she will end up on the opposite team. Agent Washington Wash\David (Shannon McCormick): In gray armor, for a while cobalt, was part of the Freelancer
Project that created the super army and eventually teamed up with the Blues after a mission to investigate them and become a new leader. It was the host of artificial intelligence that went crazy when installed, Epsilon Burns), an incident that led to his sanity being questioned by superiors. Agent Carolina (Jen (Jen The
owner of water green armor, he was once one of the most effective recruits of the Freelancer Project. Given his previous dead years, he was shown alive by joining the Reds and Blues to find and take revenge on his former boss. He briefly hosted two artificial intelligence shows, Eta and Iota. Captain Butch Flowers (Ed
Robertson): A respectable first-team leader, killed after an allergic reaction to aspirin that put The Church in charge and caused Tucker to inherit his armor. It was later revealed that he was part of the Freelancer Project. Mercenary (Project Freelancer) Texas agent Tex\Allison (Kathleen Zuelch): A mercenary in black
armor, a church ex-girlfriend. He is the host of a hostile and ambitious artificial intelligence show, Omega\O'Malley (Burnie Burns\Matt Hullum). Agent Wyoming\Reginald (Matt Hullum): A mercenary with a British accent and white armor, with equipment that allows him to go back in time. His artificial intelligence is the
deceptive Gamma\Gary (voice made by MacInTalk). Agent York (Sean Duggan): A former mercenary turns into a thief in gray armor. After joining Tex in his search for Wyoming, he was eventually shot and killed despite his wound healing equipment. His artificial intelligence is Agent Delta (Mark Bellman) analytical South
Dakota (Shana Merlin): An aggressive and impatient mercenary in purple armor, eventually betrays Washington when he joins him in the search for another agent, causing Wash to kill him for revenge. Agent North Dakota (John Erler): Southern twin brother, quiet and artificial intelligence host Theta (J.D. Burns). Killed in
a southern ambush escaped from. Just like his sister, he can produce a field of style. Meta\Agent Maine: Major Villains seasons 6 through 8, are former agents influenced by sigma's ambitious artificial intelligence (Elijah Wood) continuing to hunt down other agents and steal their AI and special equipment. C.T.\Agent
Connecticut Connie (Samantha Ireland): A mysterious mercenary who actually helps a rebel faction, becomes the leader's lover (Michael Joplin) who after C.T.'s death takes up his identity. Matt Hullum voices Sarge, Doc and Wyoming, and wrote and directed episodes. Another Frank Doc DuFresne (Matt Hullum): A
pacifist doctor in purple armor, called in to treat the wounded at Blood Gulch. He was eventually possessed by O'Malley. VIC (Burnie Burns): Supposedly the team's contact with the High Command, in fact it was uncomanitive artificial intelligence that spoke to many tics. Locus (Gray G. Haddock) and Felix (Miles Luna):
Two mercenaries the protagonist encounters when they fall on the planet Chorus, each fighting on one side of the civil war facing the planet Vanessa Kimball (Lindsay Jones) dan Donald Doyle (Gray G. Haddock): Pemimpin dua faksi perang paduan suara. John Smith (Ryan Haywood), Charles Palomo (Kerry
Shawcross), Antoine Bitters (Brandon Farmahini) dan Katie Jensen (Barbara Dunkelman): Dunkelman): soldiers under Kimball that the protagonist chooses to be their lieutenant. Dr. Emily Grey (Arryn Zech): A smart but crazy doctor who treats Doyle's faction. Genkins (Ricco Fajardo): Impostor and manipulative member



of the supposed pantheon, Cosmic Power. Chrovos (Ray Schillens\Lee Eddy): Creator of Cosmic Power, who will eventually be imprisoned by them. Episodes of Gus Sorola (Simmons), Jason Saldaña (Tucker) and Dan Godwin (Donut) sell DVDs of the series at a convention. TemporadaHistóriaEpisódiosOriginalmente
exibidoJogoEstreia da temporada Final da temporada 1The Blood Gulch Chronicles191 de abril de 2003 (2003-04-01)28 de setembro de 2003 (2003-09-28)Halo2193 de janeiro de 2004 (2004-01-03)11 de junho de 2004 (2004-06-11)Halo31912 de outubro de 2004 (2004-10-12)18 de maio de 2005 (2005-05-18)Halo /
Halo 2 / Marathon42029 de agosto de 2005 (2005-08-29)1 de abril de 2006 (2006-04-01)Halo 25232 de outubro de 2006 (2006-10-02)28 de junho de 2007 (2007-06-28)Halo 26The Recollection195 de abril de 2008 (2008-04-05)30 de outubro de 2008 (2008-10-30)Halo 371915 de junho de 2009 (2009-06-15)26 de
outubro de 2009 (2009-10-26)Halo 38201 de abril de 2010 (2010-04-01)13 de setembro de 2010 (2010-09-13)Halo 39Project Freelancer2014 de junho de 2011 (2011-06-14)14 de novembro de 2011 (2011-11-14)Halo : Reach102228 de maio de 2012 (2012-05-28)5 de novembro de 2012 (2012-11-05)Halo 311The
Chorus Trilogy1914 de junho de 2013 (2013-06-14)11 de novembro de 2013 (2013-11-11)Halo 4121928 de abril de 2014 (2014-04-28)29 de setembro de 2014 (2014-09-29)Halo 4132031 de março de 2015 (2015-03-31)6 de setembro de 2015 (2015-09-06)Halo 414Antologia248 de maio de 2016 (2016-05-08)16 de
outubro de 2016 (2016-10-16)Vários15The Shisno Paradox212 de abril de 2017 (2017-04-02)20 de agosto de 2017 (2017-08-20)Halo 5161515 de abril de 2018 (2018-04-15)22 de julho de 2018 (2018-07-22)Halo 517129 de março de 2019 (2019-03-09)25 de maio de 2019 (2019-05-25)Halo 5 Minisséries Canons Título
Data Episódios Notas Red vs. Blue: Out of Mind 16 de junho de 2006 – 3 de Outubro de 2006 5 Eventos entre as temporadas 4 e 5 Red vs. Blue : Recovery One October 28, 2007 – December 7, 2007 4 Events after Out of Mind, before season 6 Red vs. Blue: Relocated February 9, 2009 – March 9, 2009 4 Events
between seasons 6 and 7 Vs. Red. Blue: MIA November 13, 2011 - December 17, 2011 6 Events during season 9 Red vs. Blue: Where There Is a Dand Letter, There is a Wall April 14, 2012 - April 28, 2012 3 Events during the season 9 See also RWBY, another animated series from Rooster Teeth References ↑ Red
Vs. Blue Making Green ↑ How Rooster Teeth Won the Internet With Red vs. Blue Links external The Commons has a category containing images and other files in Red vs. Blue The Wikiquote has quotes from or about: Red vs. Blue Official Site Official Channel on YouTube « Red Blue'. on IMDb Red vs. Blue on Netflix
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